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CONNECT
Connect with University
 Map library priorities back to the university/college
Connecting Strategic Themes at Marquette University a Culture of Inclusion
Marquette University - A Culture of Inclusion

Raynor Memorial Libraries - A Culture of Inclusion

Foster a diverse teaching and learning environment
and a culture that values, respects, welcomes and
promotes a sense of belonging for members of our
campus and our community
•
Attract, retain and graduate a diverse and
inclusive community of students.
•
Attract and retain a diverse and inclusive
community of faculty and staff committed to
our mission.
•
Enhance opportunities for diverse and
inclusive learning and scholarship.
•
Foster a community culture that values,
respects, welcomes, and promotes a sense
of belonging.
•
Engage diverse communities beyond the
boundaries of our campus.

Promote and sustain a learning and workplace
environment that values and engages all students,
faculty and staff.






•
•
•
•

Recruit and cultivate a diverse and inclusive
workforce.
Strengthen services and support to students
and faculty from diverse backgrounds.
Ensure representation of diverse cultures,
perspectives, and ideas within library
collections and scholarly resources.
Collaborate with culturally diverse
communities in metropolitan Milwaukee

Engage the university diversity committee
Engage with the university inclusion activities
Work with student groups and government
Include librarians and staff on university committees
and activities

EDUCATE
 Create a learning environment
 Build awareness of inclusiveness
 Orient new employees
 Refresh and update all employees
 Create a framework that leads to action
 Ensure library employees have an understanding of
university goals
 Create an understanding of how diversity improves
library collections, services, and engagement
 Create an understanding of the global future facing
today’s students
 Assess and reassess employee awareness and actions
 Leadership team models

More Actions

The University and the Library value the principles of diversity, equity, and
inclusion (DEI). No one person or single committee can be responsible for
creating and maintaining a welcoming and inclusive workplace environment
where all people can feel they belong. This responsibility belongs to all of us
as members of the Library.
Conversations on DEI issues can be difficult. However, by engaging in open and
collegial discussions on these topics, we strengthen our organization. We
begin to learn and appreciate different facets that comprise our identities,
both our own and those of our colleagues, and begin to understand one
another more deeply. This knowledge and respect enriches our work.

Book readings with leadership
Book readings for library employees
Host book discussions in the library

As the Library moves forward, let us all commit to "lean into our discomfort,"
to approach each other and our work with good intentions, honesty, and
empathy, and trust our colleagues are doing the same. We are all aligned in
the shared goal of creating an excellent Library. All of us throughout the
Library, at all staff levels and responsibilities, are also vital participants in
creating an inclusive and equitable Library, for ourselves, our colleagues, and
our communities.
-Adopted May 2018

ACTION
Subject Liaisons

Build diverse collections

Create inclusive educational opportunities

Special Collections and Archives
 Create unique collections that reflect diversity in a
community or subject
 Collect the “whole story”

Find your library’s unique path through constant and varied strategies
Employee surveys such as climate and morale surveys
Develop employee shared values and statements
Periodic review of values and statements
Hire diverse students
Hire diverse librarians and staff
Create hiring statements that include diverse and inclusive language
Participate in regional and national diversity efforts
Wording in all Iowa State University Library job posting: ISU students,
Celebrate global holidays
staff, and faculty strive to overcome historical and divisive biases in our
Provide diverse programming
society. Library staff must embrace an environment of inclusion that
moves beyond simple tolerance to recognizing the richness in individual
Host diverse speakers and authors
identities of people, and diverse perspectives
Host diverse film and documentary series
Wording in all UNLV Libraries job postings: The successful candidate will
demonstrate support for diversity, equity and inclusiveness as well as participate
Provide diverse images within library facilities
in maintaining a respectful, positive work environment. The University Libraries
Partner with community partners
extends this commitment to diversity and equity in employment and especially
welcomes applications from women, persons of color, persons with disabilities,
Create hiring practices that support diversity
persons of minority sexual orientation or gender identity, and others who
contribute to diversification.
Build a network of peer institutions and programs

ISU adopted these Principles of Community

WHAT ARE YOUR IDEAS?
What has worked for your library?

What strategies have been productive?

What strategies were not as productive?
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